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Two Chinese Paintings

II. Silk and Bamboo

Inspired by Huanlege

Arranged by Wu Man,
realized by Danny Clay
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\( \approx \) = ornamental vibrato
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\( \text{\( d = 60 \)} \)

Chinese gong
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I. Chebiyat Muqam – Muqaddima

\( \text{\textit{q}} = 60 \) Extremely free and flexible; with great fluidity
\( \text{\textit{q}} = \) varying ornamental vibrato
use open strings whenever possible

(octal occasional L.H. pizz. throughout)

Arranged by Wu Man,
realized by Danny Clay
slow tremolo at your own pace
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poco rit.
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II. Chebiyat Muqam – Third Dastan

Playful; flowing \( \dot{\text{j}} = 155 \)

\( \ast \) = one finger mordant

Arranged by Wu Man,
realized by Danny Clay
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I. Ancient Echo

Ethereal \( \frac{j}{4} = c. 55 \)
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Two Chinese Paintings

II. Silk and Bamboo

Inspired by Huanlege

Gong solo = ornamental vibrato

Leisurely \( \frac{d}{4} = 65 \)

Arranged by Wu Man,
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I. Chebiyat Muqam – Muqaddima

Arranged by Wu Man,
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\( \text{\textdagger} = 60 \) Extremely free and flexible; with great fluidity
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use open strings whenever possible
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Playful; flowing \( \frac{}{=} = 155 \)

\( \wedge = \) one finger mordant
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\( \text{use open strings whenever possible} \)
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II. Chebiyat Muqam – Third Dastan
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Playful; flowing \( \frac{\dot{\text{r}}}{\text{q}} = 155 \)
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Two Chinese Paintings

II. Silk and Bamboo

Percussion

(Chinese gong,
woodblocks - high & low)

Chinese gong solo - ad lib.

very slow (accelerando..........................................................ritardando.........................),
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I. Chebiyat Muqam – Muqaddima

\( \text{\textdagger} = 60 \) Extremely free and flexible; with great fluidity
\( \text{= varying ornamental vibrato} \)
use open strings whenever possible

\[ \text{Arranged by Wu Man,}
\text{realized by Danny Clay} \]
Glimpses of Muqam Chebiyat

II. Chebiyat Muqam – Third Dastan

Arranged by Wu Man,
realized by Danny Clay
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I. Ancient Echo

Ethereal \( \frac{d}{c. 55} \)

\[ \text{pizz. (varying wide vibrato to letter B)} \]

\[ \text{arco} \]

\[ \text{ritard.} \]
Two Chinese Paintings

II. Silk and Bamboo

Arranged by Wu Man, realized by Danny Clay

Leisurely \( \dot{d} = 65 \)
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\( \sim \) = ornamental vibrato
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I. Chebiyat Muqam – Muqaddima

Arranged by Wu Man, realized by Danny Clay

\( \text{\textit{j}} = 60 \) Extremely free and flexible; with great fluidity
\( \sim \) = varying ornamental vibrato
use open strings whenever possible
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II. Chebiyat Muqam – Third Dastan

Arranged by Wu Man,
realized by Danny Clay

Violoncello

Playful; flowing \( \frac{1}{q} = 155 \)
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